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There are 14 Regional Arts Development
Organisations in NSW, each providing strategic
direction for sustainable arts and cultural
development in their region.
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Regional Arts NSW is the peak
body and service agency for
arts and cultural development
in regional NSW. Our vision is to
connect, advocate and amplify
arts and culture in regional NSW.
We aim to achieve this through;
− Strengthening and supporting
the network of Regional Arts
Development Organisations
in NSW

All images taken by Jackie Cooper at
Artstate Wagga Wagga for RANSW

Profile

− Strengthening, developing
and maintaining our grants
programs
− Fostering and promoting the
value of the arts and cultural
sector in a local, regional and
national context
− Playing a key role in supporting
the ongoing development
of a vibrant and sustainable
regional Aboriginal arts and
cultural sector
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Joel Bray, Man.Dancing

− Demonstrating leadership
in effective governance and
sustainable management.

From the Chair

2020 was certainly the year that
kept on giving, in all the wrong
ways. They say that adversity
makes us stronger, and perhaps
it does, but I am sure that there is
not a person involved in the arts
sector across regional and rural
NSW that doesn’t think enough is
enough on the adversity front.
The bushfires that started in
final months of 2019 in northern
NSW, spread like a cancer until
they reached the South Coast
in January. Turning day into
night, the fires burned with an
intensity that was both terrifying
and awe-inspiring, fed by the dry
land that was the result of over
12 months of drought. It was as
if nature conspired to ensure
that she had created the most
optimal of environments for the
deadliest of outcomes. The dust
settled, the smoke cleared and
for a single moment we breathed
and thought about recovery.
Recovery from drought, recovery
from bushfires, rebuilding,
responding, remaking ourselves
but before we could do anything
the world stopped as it was hit
by the tsunami that was, and is,
COVID-19.
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How does a peak body respond
and support those it represents
in the face of a three-pronged
attack over which there is virtually
no control? Following the
northern NSW bushfires, Regional
Arts NSW (RANSW) started to
explore ways that we could assist
the artists, arts organisations
and the RADOs we represent in
their recovery. This has been a
continuing theme throughout
2020 – what can we do to help?

In the face of adversity there is
no question that our relationship
with Regional Arts Australia
has been strengthened. RAA
genuinely seeks to engage NSW
in its policy development and
in turn we are able to provide
valuable input that informs their
advocacy and lobbying activities.
In addition, we now often find
ourselves sitting side-by-side
as we respond to government
inquiries and hearings.

NSW was not alone in the
problems that we were facing,
and RANSW joined forces with
Regional Arts Australia (RAA) and
other State regional arts bodies
to work on recovery strategies.
Pivotal in this was gathering data
on the impacts of cascading
disasters on the arts sector in
regional areas. Governments
make funding decisions based
on data, data and more data. I am
extremely proud of the way the
RADOs worked with RANSW to
get the data that NSW needed to
argue for financial support for the
sector.

Overall, our advocacy activities
have increased this year. We
have responded to a number of
inquiries encompassing issues
such as the effectiveness of the
NBN, grants processes and the
economic impacts of the arts on
the economy. We have sought
to engage with government in
developing strategies to assist
regional areas to recover. We
continued to look for ways to
build the case for the arts in
regional NSW especially increase
core support for the RADOs.
Unfortunately, this year that
somewhat backfired on us, when
the Minister decided that the only
way that more funding could be
directed towards the RADOs, was
if RANSW was de-funded. The
irony of this decision was not lost
on the Board. The RADOs had
received no increase in their base
funding since 2013 and RANSW’s
constant refrain was that the
funding needed to be increased.
It was never contemplated that
the situation would be resolved
by de-funding regional arts’ peak
body and that regional artists
and arts organisations could lose
their representative voice.

A strong, collaborative, national
approach bore amazing fruit
with the Federal Government
increasing the Regional
Arts Fund by $10million and
instructing us to get the funds
out as quickly as possible. This
co-design approach by the
Federal Government is to be
applauded and one which we
hope is adopted by the NSW
Government.
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It was, and is, the State’s funding
to do with as it will, but it is a
decision that has far-reaching
consequences. The Board now
finds itself in a situation where
it needs to fill a large financial
gap in its operational funding.
There is no question that the
loss of funding will fundamentally
change the way RANSW does
business, where once we could
provide support to artists, arts
organisations and the RADO
network unconditionally and for
free, this can no longer continue.
We will need to sift through what
we offer to determine what stays
and what goes, what is free and
what must be paid for, what has a
priority and what does not.

Throughout 2020, RANSW’s
Board has been there constantly
supporting all that we do. I would
like to thank the Board for their
contribution to the success of
RANSW and especially Deputy
Chair Paul Scott-Williams for his
considered support throughout
the year and particularly during
our negotiations with Create
NSW.

RANSW’s longevity, however, is
testament to its ability to adapt
and re-invent. As we head into
our 75th anniversary year we
will again embark on a journey
of reinvention, with the goal
of finding the best and most
sustainable way that we can
continue to support, promote and
facilitate the arts in regional NSW.

Finally, I want to express my
thanks and those of the Board
to the RANSW staff. We know it
has been a trying year, and our
staff have risen to the challenges
ensuring that we continue to
deliver a quality service to those
we represent. I would like to
thank David, Prue, Lexie, as well
as Jessie and Theresa from
Company Prophets and Zoe and
the team from C7EVEN, for all
their work throughout the year.
The additional RAF funding while
brilliant, placed a lot of additional
work on Lexie who manages
the program. She rose to that
challenge and ensured that the
program was delivered in her
usual efficient way.

Artstate has been for the last
four years one of the key ways in
which we support, promote and
facilitate the arts in the regions.
Despite the challenges and
misgivings, RANSW was able to
deliver a COVID-safe event in
Wagga Wagga in November. As a
very difficult year drew to a close
the opportunity to come together
at Artstate and celebrate the
arts in regional NSW was much
needed and greatly appreciated.
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I would also like to warmly thank
the RANSW Advisory Council
members for their willingness
to meet with us to talk through
the funding issues and future
directions for RANSW and look
forward to increased frequency
of these meetings via Zoom in
2021.

Finally, I would like to sincerely
thank our CEO, Elizabeth Rogers
for her commitment and passion
to regional arts in NSW and to the
continued operation of RANSW.
Thank you for championing
the arts in regional NSW and
thank you for the drive and
determination that resulted in
Artstate being the first COVIDsafe arts event delivered in NSW.
New challenges await us in 2021
and we are ready to meet them!
Julie Briggs
RANSW Chair

From the CEO

2020 was the longest year ever,
operating in a parallel time frame
with not enough time because
it was so busy, yet the time
passed so slowly. As I look back
to 2020 it is difficult to imagine
the changes that have been
forced upon everyone during this
year. As we spent the summer
anxiously watching the bushfires
and enduring extreme drought
and record high temperatures,
it seemed that this would be
the biggest challenge to face
us all in 2020. So many artists,
arts organisations and regional
communities were impacted by
the bushfires. We commenced
the year trying to ascertain the
damage and loss of income to
artists through surveys sent
through our members and in
collaboration with the Live Music
Office. This data was shared with
Regional Arts Australia together
with similar data gathered by
our colleagues in Victoria and
other fire affected states in
order to request support from
the Australian Government
and to secure a variation to the
Regional Arts Fund (RAF) Quick
Response Grants to provide
some immediate support for the
regional arts sector.
Otherwise it was business as
usual as people returned from
summer breaks and the normal
year began to unfold with
meetings, reporting, acquittals,
and preparations commencing
for Artstate’s final iteration in
Wagga Wagga in November.
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Then news started to filter
through about a new virus and a
possible global pandemic. We’d
heard these words before with
SARS, swine flu and Ebola and
didn’t really take much notice until
on a site visit to Wagga Wagga in
March, the production team had
just been notified that their next 6
months work had been cancelled
due to government restrictions
on the size of outdoor gatherings.
All the big music festivals that
provide the bulk of their income
were gone for 2020. The
following week the RANSW office
was closed and all staff members
were working from home under
the lockdown. As RANSW has
part of its team working remotely
from regional areas, we already
the technology set up to manage
this.

By 1 July, the Regional Arts Fund
Boost was open for applications.
An additional $10m in grants for
this national program through
three new streams for regional
artists was hugely welcomed
by the sector. It was a mighty
task to get the forms built, the
guidelines developed, approved
and publicised in a tad over two
months. Assessment panels were
convened, applicants were given
extensive advice, our grant writing
guide was updated and published
and we partnered with Creative
Plus Business to run a series
of highly successful webinars
on writing grants. By the end of
the year all grant rounds had
been completed and applicants
advised. It was a mighty effort by
all involved with a particular bravo
for Lexie Reeves.

The pivot to digital became a
cliché with all meetings held
by teleconference until we all
learned how to Zoom. As our
colleagues, friends and families
were facing reduced incomes and
unemployment, JobSeeker and
JobKeeper programs assisted
many, but there were many
ineligible for these payments. We
anxiously watched daily updates
on virus cases, the horrific
numbers unfolding in Europe, UK
and the USA, stayed at home
and did our best to comply with
restrictions while trying to do our
jobs. And we were busier than
ever.

With travel restricted the network
embraced Zoom. Where travel
costs meant that people would
meet face to face annually,
Zoom meetings enable more
frequent opportunities to get
together. This was particularly
positive for the Advisory Council
(RADO chairs) and the network
of Communications Officers
who now meet monthly instead
of annually sharing their news
stories, providing peer support
and professional development.
Weekly Zoom meetings kept our
team connected and the Artstate
team were meeting monthly,
then fortnightly to address a
constantly changing environment
for events.
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Our People

Board of Directors

Advocacy was a major role for
RANSW in 2020 including a
campaign to increase the core
funding for the RADOs and
surveys resulting in submissions
to two Senate Inquiries, one into
the impact of COVID 19 on the
regional arts sector in NSW and a
second to the NBN inquiry as well
as providing data and support
for national submissions from
Regional Arts Australia.
I was particularly proud to have
delivered our final Artstate in
Wagga Wagga this year as a
COVID safe event. It was a year
of plans and deadlines being
constantly revised in order to
comply with government health
restrictions and I’d like to pay
a huge tribute to the Artstate
Team, Eastern Riverina Arts and
the Wagga Wagga City Council
for their commitment to enable
this event to go ahead and to
the delegates, audiences and
speakers who were prepared
to turn up. I’d especially like to
acknowledge the work of Scott
Howie, the Arts Program Director,
who had to completely reimagine the arts program in late
August in order to comply with
the COVID 19 regulations.

Julie Briggs, Chair
Paul Scott Williams, Deputy Chair
David Dwyer, Treasurer
Bridget Guthrie
Travis Holland
Marcus Hughes
Jane Kreis
Sarah Parsons
Nicholas Pickard

RANSW Team
Elizabeth Rogers		
Chief Executive Officer
Throughout this period, Create
NSW was undertaking a review
of the Regional Arts Network.
While we welcomed the addition
core funding to the RADOs, we
were extremely disappointed
that the funds were re-allocated
from the RANSW funding. As we
celebrate our 75th Anniversary
in 2021, the board and staff will
be reviewing the organisation’s
structure, membership, services
and revenue streams to ensure
that RANSW has a sustainable
future.

Patrick Healey			
General Manager (until 12 June)

Elizabeth Rogers

Core Artstate Team

Chief Executive Officer

David Bleach			
Technical Liaison, Event Creative

Lexie Reeves
Manager, Grants and Projects
Prudence Tan
Manager, Programs (part time
David Bleach
Project Co-ordinator (15 June –
18 December)
C7EVEN Communications
(Contract)
Company Prophets
Financial Management (Contract)

Scott Howie			
Arts Program Director, Eastern
Riverina Arts
Belinda King			
Event Manager, King Events
Peter Papandrea		
Production Manager, Good Crew
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Organisational Structure

Regional Arts NSW Advisory Council
− 14 Chairs of Regional Arts Development Organisations
(RADOs) representing the ordinary members of the company
− Meet once a year prior to the AGM.
− Elects 5 Directors depending on vacancies in the cycle
from nominations submitted.

Regional Arts NSW Board of Directors
− 9 Directors, meet 5 times a year
− 5 regional & 4 co-opted Directors
− Directors appointed for 2 year terms
with a maximum of 3 terms

14 Regional Arts Development
Organisations
− Body corporate members of the
Company (Regional Arts NSW Ltd)

RANSW Executive
− 3 members

Regional Arts NSW
− Non-profit state peak body
and service agency
− Staff

14 Regional Arts Development
Organisations
− Non-profit regional arts and cultural
development entities servicing a group of
adjoining Local Government Areas (LGAs).
− Executive Directors and Staff
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Network Support

Meetings

Annual Survey

The impact of COVID-19
changed the annual schedule of
meetings in 2020 with all face to
face meetings ceasing from 23
March and moving the Zoom. To
keep in contact with the Network
more meetings were scheduled
as travel costs were no longer a
consideration.

In 2019 the combined total
investment in this state-wide
program continued to grow to
$6,228,719 (up by $586,079 on
2018) including the core funding
from Create NSW of $1,964, 00
(unchanged since 2013).

− Aboriginal Arts Officers met in
Sydney 25 – 26 February and
continued to meet throughout
the year on Zoom.
− Communications Officers met
by Zoom monthly from April
− Regional NSW Advisory
Council (RADO Chairs) met
formally in 15 July and 25
September plus further
meetings
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Project funds again increased
substantially to $2,890,417, up by
$724,862 on 2018 results.
Other earned income decreased
to $457,293, down by $96,043.
While the core funding from
Create NSW has remained
unchanged since 2013, the
overall income generated by the
RADOs through project funding
has increased from $1,407,
471 in 2013 to $2,890,417 in
2019, a rise of just under $1.5m
($1,482,946).

L-R The Hon Paul Fletcher MP, Cr Greg Conkey OAM,
The Hon. Don Harwin MLC, mayoral reception.

− Three network meetings with
Executive Directors were
held on 25 - 26 Feb (Sydney),
18-19 August and 1 – 2
December (Zoom)

Contributions from regional
councils were slightly down to
$917,009 (a decrease of $42,740
from 2018).

Network Support

Group insurance
Regional Arts NSW offers
group insurance policies for
its members (RADOs) and
affiliated members (local arts
organisations, LAOs) based
anywhere in regional Australia.
These group policies offer
participants considerable savings
on their insurance costs and a
premium product.
− Broadform Liability or ‘Public
Liability’ Insurance (RADOs
and LAOs)
− Voluntary Workers Personal
Accident Insurance (RADOs
and LAOs)
− Association Liability Insurance
(RADOs)
− Business Package (RADOs)
− Journey Insurance (RADOs)
− Motor Vehicle Insurance
(RADOs)
− Cyber insurance (RADOs)

In 2020 affiliate members
increased to 153.
In 2015 RANSW partnered
with Artsure by Finsura to develop
an insurance package tailored
to insure the risks of individual
artists who are not covered by
the group insurance policies. The
growing number of participants
in this new policy is leading to
a reduction in premiums. There
are currently 114 active policies
for individual artists and 262
individual policies for art groups.

Field trips
Field trips and regional travel are
an integral support service for the
RADOs and their staff. Trips are
generally undertaken by the CEO
and cover an itinerary developed
by the Executive
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Director according to the needs
of their RADO. Field trips leverage
meetings with key personnel in
local councils and other regional
organisations, demonstrate that
the RADO is part of a strategic
state-wide program for delivering
arts and cultural development,
provides EDs with professional
support to discuss in detail
the issues facing their regions,
enhances network relationships
and reduces a sense of isolation,
especially in areas where there
are very few arts professionals.
Field trips are scheduled where
possible to coincide with RADO
board meetings to support the
ED, provide advice and to build
relationships with the RANSW
Advisory Council members. Other
regional travel occurs on request
to attend significant events,
participate in forums, to attend
board meetings and to sit on ED
recruitment panels.

Formal and informal meetings
take place throughout the year
including providing opportunities
to present at regional network
meetings, attendance at various
networking functions and
scheduled meetings to discuss
specific agenda items. While
most of these meetings during
2020 were conducted by video
conference or by phone, Artstate
Wagga Wagga provided an
excellent opportunity for metroregional engagement, especially
as the attendance at the event
was restricted to those from
NSW/ACT due to border closures.
Arts on Tour and Critical Stages
presented preliminary sessions
while Music NSW and Accessible
Arts presented during the main
program. The Sydney Dance Co
supported Rafael Bonachela as
a key note and many delegates
attended from metropolitan
organisations.

There was very little travel
undertaken in 2020 due to
lockdown and border restrictions.
The CEO travelled to Bathurst,
Goulburn, Albury and three
longer trips to Wagga Wagga
for the preparation and delivery
of Artstate. Regions visited
during the period included
Eastern Riverina Arts, Southern
Tablelands Arts and Murray Arts.

RANSW together with Music NSW
and Ausdance NSW supported
the Theatre Network NSW’s (TNN)
survey to the sector about their
experience with NSW Grants.

All interstate meetings were
conducted via Zoom or similar.

Metropolitan Arts
Organisations Engagement
RANSW has developed ongoing
relationships with a number of
Sydney based arts organisations
providing a significant conduit
between metropolitan and
regional organisations.

TNN, NAPACA, Arts on Tour and
the Regional Conservatoriums
Association assisted RANSW
in widening the distribution of a
survey investigating NBN/Internet
services in regional NSW that was
subsequently developed into a
submission to a Senate Inquiry.
The CEO continues to sit on
the Regional Conservatoriums
Advisory Group hosted by
Department of Education.
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RADO Income Sources
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Project Funding
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Create NSW Core Funding
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3,000,000

750,000

—

RADO Projects Funding: CreateNSW

1,500,000

750,000

—

CreateNSW: RADO Combined Income

2,500,000

1,250,000

—

Devolved Grants Programs 2020

Country Arts
Support Program
The 2020 CASP funding round
was administered by Create NSW.

Regional Arts Fund (RAF)
This year, there were three
additional grant rounds
incorporated in the Australian
Government’s Regional Arts Fund
(RAF). Titled RAF Boost, these
new grants were intended to
support the regional arts sector
that had been impacted by
natural disasters and COVID_19.
RAF Projects and the Quick
Response Grant Program (QRGs)
were supplemented by RAF Relief,
Recovery and Renewal Grants
open for applications by
1 July 2020.

Project Grants
The funding round for RAF
Project Grants projects
commencing in 2021 closed on
August 21st 2020, and applicants
were notified on November 25th
2020.
 55 applications were

received, requesting a total
of $1,270,581.00
 18 successful projects

were funded a total of
$408,395.00
Of the successful applications,
16 were funded under New
Initiatives and 2 under
Partnerships
Visual arts and music remain
strong art forms for NSW RAF
applications, and the majority
of approved applications were
cross-art form.
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Quick Response Grants

Relief Grants

In the 2019-20 calendar year
for the Quick Response grant
program:

The funding for the RAF Relief
Grants round opened on July 1st
2020. These grants were ongoing
until expended and closed
August 6th 2020.

 51 applications were

received, requesting a total
of $66,384.28
 36 Successful projects were

funded a total $44,574.89
For the combined Project and
Quick Response Grants for 2020:
− Approximately 235 artists
were employed with RAF funds
on a temporary or contract
basis
− An estimated 8,688 people
actively participated in
projects
− An estimated 201,315 people
attended project outcomes
such as performances or
exhibitions
− Approximately $768,996
in cash contributions and
$320,144 in ‘in-kind’ support
for projects

Recovery Boost Grants

The RAF Relief Grants program
had $124,681.44 allocated. RAF
Relief Grants offered funding up
to $3,000 to regional artists, arts
organisations and communities
to meet their immediate needs.
This could include asset
replacement or purchase,
support for arts practice, small
projects and professional
development opportunities.
 76 applications were

received, requesting a total
of $214,168.45
 47 successful projects

were funded a total of
$130,742.45
Visual arts and Music were
strong art forms for NSW
Relief applications, as well as
Digital Media.

The Recovery Boost is a
$10 million targeted measure
announced by the Australian
Government in 2020 as part of
the Relief and Recovery Fund.
It responds to the difficulties
experienced by regional
artists, arts organisations and
communities who have been
heavily impacted by COVID-19,
bushfires, floods and drought.
The Recovery Boost is one-off
funding delivered through the
Regional Arts Fund and seeks
to offer short (Relief), medium
(Recovery) and long-term
(Renewal) support.
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Recovery Grants

Renewal Grants

The funding for the RAF
Recovery Grants round opened
on September 21st 2020 and
closed October 29th 2020. The
RAF Recovery Grants program
had $374,044.32 allocated.

The funding for the RAF Renewal
Grants round opened on July
1st 2020. These grants were
ongoing until expended and the
EOI process closed July 31st
2020 due to a high demand
for the fund. The RAF Renewal
Grants program had $668,088.63
allocated.

RAF Recovery Grants offered
funding up to $60,000 (could
be over 2 years) to artists,
organisations and communities
to meet their medium-term
recovery needs. Projects in this
program focused on activities
that assist in recovery from
bushfire, drought, and/or the
impacts of COVID-19.
 81 applications were

received, requesting a total
of $3,319,443.00

 23 applications were

received, requesting a total
of $2,621,200.00

 7 successful projects

 7 successful projects were

were funded a total of
$371,603.00

funded a total of $668,088

Uncle Stan Grant, Wagga
Wagga: to dance and celebrate
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RAF Renewal Grants offered
funding up to $120,000 (could be
over 3 years) to support projects
that have strong partnerships
and demonstrated long term
outcomes, with sustainable future
positioning focus.

Clockwise from top left:
Illuminated murrin, Wollundry Lagoon
(The Lagoon Project)
Artstate Wagga Wagga crew
Reflecting Hope. Installation by Clint Hurrell
Peter J Casey, Hindsight 2020
Peter Ingram, opening ceremony
Angela French, Low Energy Dance
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Promoting The Value Of The Arts.
Artstate Wagga Wagga
5 - 8 November, 2020.

In 2019, the fourth and final
Artstate conference and festival
was delivered in Wagga Wagga
5 – 8 November, 2020 as a
COVID Safe Event. The impact
of COVID 19 meant that there
were a number of significant
changes to this event including
no international or interstate
attendees. While the basic
structure remained unchanged,
with a two day speakers
program surrounded by an arts
program showcasing the best
of the Eastern Riverina region,
considerable adjustments were
main to comply with NSW Health
restrictions including moving a
large part of the program to live
streaming with video recordings
available post the event on the
Artstate website.
The two day conference
addressed the themes of Walking
Together and Shaping Tomorrow.
The accompanying arts festival
featured a diverse program of
performances, exhibitions and
projections featuring the artists
of the Riverina region.

Artstate was presented in
partnership with Eastern Riverina
Arts with funding from Create
NSW, Wagga Wagga City Council,
Regional Arts Fund, NSW Health
and TAFE NSW for the Arts.
Local stakeholders contributing
to the program included The
Civic Theatre, Wagga Wagga Art
Gallery, Charles Sturt University,
ERA Aboriginal Reference Group
and Mawang Gaway.
165 delegates attended Artstate
Wagga Wagga. 63% from regional
NSW, 32% from greater Sydney
metro area and 4% ACT. For the
live stream, 23 individual and
11 group (5 viewers per/ pass)
digital passes were purchased.
The continued high attendance
from Sydney demonstrates the
value of the event in bringing
metropolitan and regional arts
practitioners and administrators
together to focus on the strength
and quality of arts practice in
regional NSW.
An independent review of the
four years of Artstate by the
Western Research Institute has
been published.and is available
at http://regionalartsnsw.com.au/
publication/

Delegate Geography
Regional NSW
Western Sydney
Sydney
Wollongong & The Illawarra
Australian Capital Territory
Victoria
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63%
3%
28%
1%
4%
1%

RANSW
Communications
and Marketing

The Regional Arts NSW
website regionalartsnsw.com.au
continues to be the main platform
for promoting, informing and
communicating the work of the
Regional Arts NSW Network. The
website is updated on a regular
basis with a mix of events, grants,
news from regional and kindred
organisations, personnel changes
and employment opportunities.
Case studies of CASP and RAF
projects are prioritised and the
website is used to broadcast
many of the major projects of the
RADOs.
 45,981 visitors to the website

and 63,480 website sessions
 4,428 contacts in the

e-newsletter data base
 20 e-newsletters were

distributed for core business
 Twitter followers are 6,952

(up 1%)
 Instagram followers are

2,287 (up 31%)


Facebook followers are
1,427 (up 15%)

Total RADO Reach
RANSW surveyed all the RADOs
to determine the combined
reach of the network. Figures at
December 2020 were as follows:
 17,125 E-newsletter

subscribers
 130,022 Website visitors


31,732 Facebook followers

 13,220 Twitter followers
 19,057 Instagram followers
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Advocacy

Combined Network Reach
(14 RADOs + RANSW)
 21,553 E-newsletter

subscribers


33,159 Facebook followers

 20,172 Twitter followers
 21,344 Instagram followers

Meetings and communication
with members of parliament.
− Ongoing communications
throughout the year with
the office of the Hon. Don
Harwin, MLC regarding
Artstate. The Minister spoke
at the Artstate Wagga Wagga
opening Ceremony and
the commencement of the
Speakers program in Wagga
Wagga. Due to COVID the
Sydney launch was cancelled
this year.
− RANSW Board wrote to the
Minister in response to his
announcement of reallocation
of RANSW funding to the
RADO network.
− The Hon Paul Fletcher MP, in
his role as Federal Minister for
the Arts spoke at the Artstate
Opening ceremony.
− Co-signed a submission led
by Theatre Network NSW
together with Ausdance
NSW and Music NSW to the
Legislative Council Public
Accountability Committee
Inquiry into the integrity,
efficacy and value for money
of NSW Government Grant
Programs.

Campaign for increase
core funding for the RADO
network.
In 2019 RANSW started a
campaign to advocate for
increased core funding for
the RADOs as new multi-year
agreements were due for 2020
after two previous roll-overs.
We did this by:
− Commencing a monthly article
featuring an interview with
each ED to put a name and
a personality to each RADO
called Meet our EDs.
− Create a new Tab on the
RANSW website capturing the
EDs Profiles
− Circulating an e-book of
featured project case studies
prepared by the RADO
Network via e-bull and social
and uploading onto RANSW
website
− Writing a letter to each of the
regional NSW MPs requesting
additional funding for the
RADOs in the forthcoming
multi-year agreement mailed
together with the RANSW Year
in Review in May 2020.
− Researching and publishing
the best CASP projects
for 2019 to demonstrate
the value of small grants in
regional NSW.

Create NSW Reviews.
− Responded to the Review into
Service Organisations and
subsequent interview.
− Responded to the Stage
1 Discussion paper on 30
September and subsequent
on-line workshops as part of
the Review into the Regional
Arts Network.
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Aboriginal Arts Development

− Announcement made by Arts
Minister at Artstate on
6 November.

Australian Government
− Provided data from the
survey into the impact of
the bushfires to RAA for
discussions with the Arts
Minister.
− Surveyed regional NSW
artists and arts workers on
the impact of the COVID 19
restrictions on the sector.
− CEO appeared as a witness at
the Senate Select Committee
on COVID 19
− Surveyed the regional arts
sector on the availability of
internet/broadband serves in
regional NSW.
− Developed a submission to
the Inquiry into the business
case for the NBN and
the experiences of small
businesses for the Joint
Standing Committee on the
National Broadband Network
− CEO appeared as a witness
to the Senate Joint Standing
Committee on the National
Broadband Network public
hearing, 4 December, 2020
− Supported and supplied data
to RAA for their submission to
the House of Representatives
Standing Committee on
Communications and the
Arts inquiry into the Australian
Government’s response to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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As well as the face to face
meeting in February, the impact
of COVID 19 meant that the
Aboriginal Arts Officers (AAOs)
network continued meeting
throughout the year via Zoom. A
number of guests were invited
to present to the group including
Tammy Close from Create NSW
in April to brief them on funding
and specifically the Creative
Koori round and the Creative
Koori digital round. In June,
Patricia Adjei from the Australia
Council advised the group on the
Australia Council’s Rescue grant
rounds. In addition, Ian RT Colless
from the Australia Council joined
most of these meetings to gain
first-hand information about the
projects being delivered and their
concerns during this stressful
period.
RANSW continued to build
on the Aboriginal program at
Artstate which this year featured
Wiradjuri Country and was
held in Wagga Wagga. Again,
conditions and the opportunity
for long consultations prior to the
event could not happen due to
COVID-19, especially as

Elders were considered an ‘at
risk’ section of the community.
Eastern Riverina Arts and the
Wagga Wagga City Council were
particularly helpful in securing the
support of the Elders, reinforcing
the value of bringing the Wagga
Wagga Elders group to Tamworth
last year to personally experience
the event.
The opening ceremony was
directed by Jonathon Jones and
Aboriginal artists and leaders
were well represented throughout
the program.
Marcus Hughes replaced Sharni
Jones this year as the RANSW
Director providing advice and
connections for RANSW and
regional the network. Lexie
Reeves, Manager Grants and
Projects, continues to be
responsible for coordinating
the AAO network as part of her
broader role.

Jonathan Jones, Aunty Isabel Reid, Maddison Fisher.

− Were advised of the
re-allocation of the RANSW
core funding to the RADOs
on 2 November.

Leadership - Effective Governance and
Sustainable Financial Management

Board Matters
The board met five times
during the year to oversee the
governance of the organisation.
With the exception of the March
meeting, all board meetings
were conducted via Zoom. The
AGM on 15 April 2020 was held
by teleconference and current
board members, Julie Briggs and
Bridget Guthrie were re-elected
for a further term. Dr Jane Kreis
was nominated by Arts Northern
Rivers and was duly elected. Julie
Briggs was appointed Chair, Paul
Scott-Williams, Deputy Chair and
David Dwyer, Treasurer. Sharni
Jones resigned at the AGM and
Marcus Hughes was co-opted at
the board meeting on 2 July.
Additional appointments
were Sarah Parson as Board
representative on the RAF panel
and Bridget Guthrie as Chair of
the CASP panel. Julie Briggs
continued represent RANSW on
the RAA Board.
Regional Arts NSW Public Fund
The Public Fund was
administered according to the
regulations of the Register of
Cultural Organisations. Julie
Briggs, Travis Holland and Bridget
Guthrie were appointed as
Trustees of the Public Fund on 16
April, 2020.

Audit
The annual full year audit was
undertaken in January by
Stephen J Miller and Co. A further
mid-year audit was undertaken
in July, 2020 to acquit federal
government grants.

Regional Arts NSW—The Year in Review—2020

Funding Matters
1—Create NSW
RANSW entered the fifth year
of its current agreement with
Create NSW for core operations
excluding the administration of
CASP. Create NSW undertook
a review of the Regional Arts
Network during the year. The
outcome of Stage 1 of this
review was that RANSW would no
longer be funded as a multi-year
service organisation with reduced
funding of $120,000 to the end
of 2021. The funding previously
allocated to RANSW will be
redirected to the core funding
for the RADOs. In the review
process, RANSW responded to
the initial Terms of Reference in
December, 2019, had a number
of questions and conversations
with Create NSW as to the
progress of the Review which was
finally released as a discussion
paper on 16 September with a
written response required by 30
September. An on-line workshop
was held on 9 October to discuss
the submissions where it became
apparent that RANSW was in
jeopardy of losing its funding,
despite considerable support
from the majority of the RADO
Network. RANSW was advised of
this outcome on 2 November and
was subsequently announced by
the NSW Arts Minister at Artstate
Wagga Wagga on 6 November.

2—Artstate Funding
Artstate NSW was completed
this year. With core funding of
$200,000 pa from Create NSW,
this four year project was held in:
Lismore
30 November –
3 December, 2017
Bathurst
1 – 4 November, 2018
Tamworth
31 October – 3 November, 2019
Wagga Wagga
5 – 8 November, 2020.
RANSW was successful in
obtaining additional project
funding for Artstate Wagga
Wagga from the RAF, NSW
Health, TAFE NSW and Wagga
Wagga City Council.

3—Department of
Infrastructure, Transport,
Regional Development and
Communications - Office for
the Arts
The Regional Arts Fund and the
additional RAF Boost grants
continued to be administered
according to the guidelines (See
full report Section 2 Grants).
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Zajkel Zaia, COVID Response Team.

This document contains highlights
of activities undertaken by Regional
Arts NSW in 2020.
For the full Annual Report and
audited financial statements visit
regionalartsnsw.com.au

Regional Arts NSW is a member
of Regional Arts Australia
Regional Arts NSW
Tel 02 9270 2500
Fax 02 9270 2525
admin@regionalartsnsw.com.au
Level 1, 10 Hickson Road
The Rocks Sydney NSW 2000
For arts and cultural development
and activities that build positive
futures for regional communities
across New South Wales.
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